LUXURY TRAVEL SWITZERLAND
The Exclusive Swiss Experience
Exclusive – Personal – Individual – Limited – Unique
Patric Collet is Managing Director of LUXURY TRAVEL SWITZERLAND

F

or LUXURY TRAVEL SWITZERLAND only the best is good
enough: The most exclusive hotels, the finest restaurants
and the Managing Director being your personal escort,
adviser and the person in charge throughout the trip.

You must see Switzerland! Almost no other country has so
much to offer in such a small area as Switzerland. Almost no
other country can look back on such an old, interesting and
history laden past. Almost no other country can offer in such a
small area so many historical towns and monuments, so many
different cultures, languages and landscapes. Not to forget the
many luxury brands and exclusive shopping possibilities!
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So much to see and do
There is also enough time for exclusive shopping, a romantic
drive in a horse drawn carriage or dog sled as well as a leisurely
stroll through one of the lovely, old, historic Swiss town centres.
Private ski or snowboard lessons are possible both in summer
and winter thanks to the technical installations on glaciers. You
can even make your own cheese during a trip with LUXURY
TRAVEL SWITZERLAND. After four or five months, as soon as the
cheese is ripe, it will be sent to your home as a culinary souvenir.
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Only the best is good enough
As a client of LUXURY TRAVEL SWITZERLAND you can expect
a first class ten day round trip full of luxury and exclusivity.
You will visit world famous cities such as Zurich and Geneva –
prestigious destinations such as St Moritz, Gstaad and Zermatt.
The spectacular daily excursions include among others a visit
to Lucerne’s famous Chapel Bridge, a trip to the Jungfraujoch –
Europe’s highest railway station at 3,454 meters above sea level
– or the journey in a first class panorama wagon on the Glacier
Express train (UNESCO World Heritage Status) through the
Swiss mountains from Zermatt to St. Moritz. Not to be missed
of course are highlights such as a helicopter flight around the
majestic Matterhorn, a visit to one of the renowned Swiss watch
manufacturers or a trip on a historic steam ship on one of the
numerous crystal clear lakes.
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Tailor-made
A round trip with LUXURY TRAVEL SWITZERLAND has been
designed for two persons and promises to be an unforgettable
experience – thereby offering plenty of private space, room
and flexibility to be able to tailor the daily programme to the
individuals’ personal wishes. The summer tour will be offered
from end-June until mid-October. A winter round trip can be
booked from mid-January until mid- April. ■

Further information
To find out more please visit: www.lt-switzerland.com
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